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These Fill-in-the-blank vocabulary activities include vocabulary games and word puzzles
with a vocabulary list. They are part of one to eight free online word games.

The vocabulary word puzzles contain Latin word roots, definitions and parts of speech.
Refer to the Word List in the header to see the complete vocabulary list for this topic.
Email your answers to friends, family, teachers and classmates.
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1) ACT #2 Fill-in-the-Blanks -- myvocabulary.com

Directions: Use an ACT test prep vocabulary word to answer each fill-in-the-blank. The ACT
test vocabulary word list contains the correct answers. When you hit "Submit," you
will get the correct ACT test answer, a sentence and a percentage score.

 

Clue: The ACT test vocabulary word list contains correct answers for 12 questions.
Myvocabulary.com also will provide ACT test Word Search and ACT test Crossword
word games in addition to this ACT test fill-in-the-blank activity.
You have permission to make copies at home or in classes.

 

Vocabulary

Word List:

ACT vocabulary:
antecedent, concur, cursory, emancipate, incessant, inception, incursion, perceptive,
precedent, precursor, secede, susceptible

ACT #2 Fill-in-the-Blanks -- myvocabulary.com

1)  Barney and his organization of 150 members agreed to   from the cooperative

due to excessive financial restrictions.

2)  Freezing rains and frigid temperatures were an  to traffic delays and several

accidents.

3)  Karen gave a   edit to the speech she prepared to read in the next hour.

4)  At 5:00 Fred will   Buddy, his dog, from the kennel because they will run

four miles together.

5)  At the   of the class, Mrs. Berger passed out a syllabus of her course to each

of her students.

6)  Molly hopes that the   chatter from the jackhammer will soon stop.
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7)  Signs posted along the fence warned that   onto the property could resist in

police intervention.

8)  Mrs. Denton is  and notices quickly if her young diabetic son needs

something to eat.

9)  The Conley family established a   years ago that they would always get

together for major holidays.

10)  Winter storms are a   to spring showers and the beginning of planting

season.

11)  Kelly is   to various skin rashes because she has very dry skin that is easily

irritated.

12)  Gretchen and Bill  that any vacation in Hawaii would be an idea choice!
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